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CHAPTER 7

CHINESE SEA POWER IN ACTION:
THE COUNTERPIRACY MISSION IN THE GULF
OF ADEN AND BEYOND

Andrew S. Erickson*

The dramatic rise of piracy in the waters off of Somalia in 2008, combined with United Nations Security Council (UNSC) resolutions designed to empower other nations to fight that piracy, presented the Chinese with an historic opportunity to deploy a naval force to the Gulf of Aden. This chapter offers an assessment of the PLA Navy’s (PLAN) mission and its implications. Emphasis is placed on the motivations and preparations for the mission; relevant operational details, including rules of engagement, equipment, personnel, and logistic support; degree of coordination with other militaries; domestic and international responses to the mission; and indications of the PLA’s own assessment of its achievements regarding the deployment. The chapter then uses this case study to probe broader implications for the PLAN’s role in defending China’s expanding economic interests;

* The views expressed here are solely those of the author and in no way represent the official policies or estimates of the U.S. Navy or any other organization of the U.S. Government. He thanks Daniel Alderman for his helpful research assistance; James Lewis for sharing valuable research on replenishment; Nan Li for suggesting sources and offering important guidance concerning organizational and civil-military issues; William Murray for explanations of surface vessel capabilities; and Bernard Cole, Gabriel Collins, Edward Fiorentino, M. Taylor Fravel, Lyle Goldstein, Jesse Karotkin, Daniel Kostecka, David Polatty, Kathleen Walsh, and Christopher Weuve for their useful comments on earlier versions of this and related papers. It draws on previous work of the author’s, including that copublished with Michael Chase, Lyle Goldstein, and Justin Mikolay. A preliminary partial version of the present argument was published earlier as Andrew Erickson and Justin Mikolay, “Welcome China to the Fight Against Pirates,” U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 135, No. 3, March 2009, pp. 34-41.
its prospects for future participation in the global maritime regime; and associated implications for U.S. policy.¹

UNCHARTED WATERS

For the first time in its modern history, China has deployed naval forces operationally (as opposed to representationally) beyond its immediate maritime periphery to protect merchant vessels from pirates in the Gulf of Aden.² Supported by a supply ship, two PLAN vessels are escorting ships from China and other nations; the 1,000th was escorted on October 24, 2009.³ A week later, China’s navy began the fourth deployment. What explains this unprecedented instance of long-distance, sustained operations?

MOTIVATIONS


China’s leadership has identified the security of China’s seaborne imports and exports as critical to the nation’s overall development, and hence a vital and growing mission for the PLAN. The last two of the four “new historic missions” (新的历史使命) with which President Hu Jintao charged the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in 2004 reflect new emphases, and the fourth is unprecedented; all but the first may be furthered by naval development,⁴ provided that the operation is UN-led, multilateral, and targeted at nontraditional threats.⁵ Hu has also stated specifically: “As we strengthen our ability to fight and win limited wars under informatized conditions, we have to pay even more attention to improving non-combat mili-
tary operations capabilities.” In an attempt to transform Hu’s general guidance into more specific policy, articles in state and military news media have argued that to safeguard China’s economic growth, the PLA must go beyond its previous mission of safeguarding national “survival interests” (生存利益) to protecting national “development interests” (发展利益). High level PLAN officers are now conducting sophisticated analysis of the “nonwar military operations” needed to promote these interests.

This guidance and policy implementation is informed by clear economic realities—themselves of particular importance for a leadership that has staked its political legitimacy on maintaining roughly 8 percent growth of an economy that remains reliant on extremely high levels of resource imports and manufactured goods exports. China depends on maritime transportation for 90 percent of its imports and exports. By some metrics, China has more seafarers, deep sea fleets, and ocean fishing vessels than any other nation. As of 2006, maritime industries accounted for $270 billion in economic output (nearly 10 percent of gross domestic product [GDP]). Already at least tied with South Korea for status as the world’s largest shipbuilder, China aims to become the largest by 2015. Chinese oil demand, growing rapidly, has reached 8.5 million barrels per day (mbtd) even amid the global recession. China became a net oil importer in 1993, and will likely become a net gasoline importer by the end of 2009. While still a very significant oil producer, China now imports half of its crude oil, with 4.6 mbpd in imports as of July 2009. Seaborne imports, which even ambitious overland pipeline projects lack the capacity to reduce, constitute more than 80 percent of this total. At present, therefore, 40 percent of China’s oil comes by sea.
Why Beijing Had to Act.

Security of the sea lines of communication (SLOC) around the Horn of Africa is especially critical to major Chinese economic interests. China imports 16 percent of its overall energy (including one-third of its oil), as well as numerous strategic resources critical to manufacturing, from Africa. China is the European Union’s (EU) second largest trading partner, the EU is China’s largest, and much of their trade transits the Red Sea and Indian Ocean via container ship. Of the vessels transiting the Indian Ocean, 40 percent are Chinese. Some of China’s 2,000 distant water fishing vessels, subsidized by Beijing, balance East Asia’s dwindling fish stocks by exploiting the more numerous ones off the Horn of Africa.

Perhaps nothing exemplified this vulnerability and Beijing’s inability to address it more directly than two incidents at the end of 2008. On November 14, Somali pirates captured the fishing boat *Tianyu 8* and held its 24-member crew captive for 3 months. On December 17, nine men attempted to pirate the tanker *Zhenhua 4*, using makeshift rocket-launchers and AK-47 assault rifles. An otherwise defenseless crew unnerved the pirates with improvised Molotov cocktails, but it was a Malaysian military helicopter that compelled the attackers to retreat. All told, a fifth of the 1,265 Chinese–owned, -cargoed, or -crewed ships transiting Somali waters in 2008 faced piracy, and seven were attacked. This was part of a growing international problem that showed no sign of abating: of the 100 attempted piracies in 2008, 40 were successful, including the capture and detention of the VLCC *Sirius Star*.

Official Explanations. China’s government portrayed its decision to deploy naval vessels as a respon-
sible solution to an unexpected but tangible challenge to its sovereignty, security, and commerce. “Piracy has become a serious threat to shipping, trade, and safety on the seas,” Foreign Ministry spokesman Liu Jianchao explained. “That’s why we decided to send naval ships to crack down.” This was part of a carefully-orchestrated campaign. Various Chinese strategists floated “trial balloons” in the news media in mid-December, giving the government a chance to gauge possible international reactions. As part of a larger effort to increase foreign perceptions of Chinese transparency, the Ministry of National Defense Information Office (MNDIO), conceived in late 2007 and active from January 8, 2008, plays new role both at home and abroad in interfacing with the outside world and consolidating public consensus.

On December 17, 2008, MNDIO office director and chief spokesman Senior Colonel Hu Changming told the Financial Times that “China would likely deploy warships to the Gulf of Aden.” On December 20, he stated officially that three vessels would depart in a week’s time. Then, on December 23, Senior Colonel Huang Xueping, MND Secondary Spokesman and MNDIO Deputy Director, convened a news conference at MNDIO’s News Release Office. There he and two other PLA representatives stressed that the primary goal of the mission—to safeguard Chinese shipping—represented neither a shift in noninterventionist foreign policy nor a commitment to further blue-water operations. In the words of the director of the Operations Department at PLAN Headquarters, China wants to protect “ships of international organizations [such as the UN World Food Program] that are carrying humanitarian supplies to Somalia.” This allows China to shift from being the only permanent
member of the UNSC not to have contributed to international maritime security operations toward becoming a responsible power that makes all types of contributions.\(^{28}\) Of course, as repeated Chinese statements underscore, the central purpose of the mission is to escort Chinese ships. As criminal law researcher Huang Li, who has published one of the few Chinese books available thus far on the deployment, emphasizes, “sending warships on an escort mission is one’s own business, as the country which joins the escort operation is the boss of its own. This is a transition of status from the employee to the boss.”\(^{29}\)

**Unofficial Explanations.** The above rationales are accurate, but incomplete. First, all easier options had been exhausted. Second, Beijing was under mounting popular pressure to act. Third, deploying naval vessels offered a politically-safe opportunity to do what many decisionmakers likely regarded as a logical next step in China’s military development.

The heart of the matter was lack of further options to solve the piracy problem indirectly. According to Huang Li, “It took nearly a whole year to find a solution to this problem.”\(^{30}\) Unable to afford high private security fees, Chinese ships had started to detour around the Cape of Good Hope, raising shipping rates and risking the loss of market share if Chinese merchant ships broke contracts.\(^{31}\) This, in turn, risked making China’s government look ineffectual. Preoccupied with the May 12, 2008, Wenchuan Earthquake and the August 2008 Olympics,\(^{32}\) Beijing tried a variety of alternatives to muddle through, but all failed; hence its pursuit of a unilateral approach under a multilateral aegis.
China’s 3 decades of involvement in international organizations and a decade of increased military spending present a double-edged sword: They offer more options for safeguarding Chinese interests, but raise expectations among the public at home, and policymakers abroad. China’s leadership was undoubtedly concerned about retaining legitimacy in the eyes of its citizens, some of whom expressed in Internet postings increasing frustration at governmental inability to protect Chinese shipping. Reportedly, in mid-October, the PLAN “launched a feasibility study of an operation ‘to send troops to Somalia on an escort mission,’” and in mid-November, the PLA General Staff Department initiated a related study. Unusually rapid and effective interagency coordination between China’s Ministry of Transportation, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Navy (following an initial meeting between the first two in mid-October 2008) succeeded in laying the groundwork for the counterpiracy deployment; these agencies and the Ministry of Commerce reportedly held a joint symposium on December 2. Meanwhile, on November 15, 261 students of four PLAN academies aboard the training vessel Zheng He participated in an anti-piracy exercise in Southeast Asia. On December 4, Major General Jin Yinan, director of the National Defense University’s Institute for Strategic Studies, advocated PLAN participation to “gain experience” both in “fighting piracy” and “carrying out ocean-going quasi-combat missions.”

Although its decisionmaking process appears to be long term and gradual, China’s State Council and Central Military Commission (CMC) likely approved the Aden mission in part to exercise the PLAN’s growing naval capability. “Apart from fighting pirates, an-
other key goal is to register the presence of the Chinese navy,” states Senior Captain Li Jie, a prominent expert at the Navy Military Studies Research Institute in Beijing. His institute, the PLAN’s strategic think tank,\(^{38}\) and the PLAN more generally,\(^{39}\) had earlier analyzed relevant maritime legal issues and found nothing to prevent such a mission. The relatively limited U.S. response to piracy in the Horn of Africa arguably offered China a particularly useful strategic opportunity in this regard. As Huang Li put it, “to achieve ‘peaceful’ entry into the Indian Ocean, we need[ed] a legitimate cause so that other people could not criticize [us].”\(^{40}\)

RELEVANT OPERATIONAL DETAILS

Platform Capabilities.

On December 26, 2008, China deployed two South Sea Fleet destroyers—*Wuhan* (DDG-169 052B Luyang) and *Haikou* (DDG-171 Type 052C Luyang-II)—and the supply ship *Weishanhu* (#887 Qiandaohu/Fuchi class) 10,000 kilometers (km) from their homeport in Sanya, Hainan Province. After about 3 months, the destroyer *Shenzhen* and the frigate *Huangshan* were dispatched to replace them, while the supply ship *Weishanhu* remained on station. This second escort fleet conducted operations for about 112 days before being relieved by a third escort fleet composed of the frigates *Zhoushan* and *Xuzhou* and another supply ship, *Qiandaohu*. Three months later, frigates *Ma’anshan* and *Wenzhou* relieved their predecessors and joined *Qiandaohu* in the Gulf of Aden. On March 4, 2010, missile destroyer *Guangzhou* and supply ship *Weishanhu* left Sanya to join missile frigate *Chaohu* in a fifth task force.
The PLAN chose some of its newest, most advanced (and indigenously constructed) vessels and most distinguished, experienced officers and crew to carry out this mission. This suggests that it is serious about using this opportunity to test some of its foremost systems and gain modern seafaring experience. For the first two deployments, the PLAN selected vessels from the South Sea Fleet, closest to the theater of operations. The next two deployments have come from the East Sea Fleet, which suggests a broader effort to expose as many units as possible to new experiences. Beijing reportedly sent large, impressive vessels for four reasons: to withstand difficult sea states, to compensate for lack of overseas military bases, to preclude a “mistaken bombing” of China’s assets à la that of its Embassy in Belgrade in 1999, and to preempt perceptions of subsequent deployment escalation if it had to send major vessels in the future.\footnote{41}

Consider the first deployment. The flagship Wuhan, and even the newer Haikou (constructed in 2003), were never previously dispatched this far. Each displace 7,000 tons, have a maximum speed of 30 knots, and can carry a helicopter for patrol and surveillance.\footnote{42} For this mission, both ships embarked a Ka-28 Helix from the East Sea Fleet,\footnote{43} and piloted them with senior colonels with several thousand hours of flight experience.\footnote{44} The selection of East Sea Fleet helicopters to accompany warships from the South Sea Fleet on the initial rotation of the anti-piracy mission was likely due to the fact that the Helix is superior platform to the Chinese built Z-9.\footnote{45} Wuhan boasts anti-ship and surface-to-air missiles and a close-in weapon system. Haikou’s first generation phased-array radar and vertically launched long-range air defense missile system offer the fleet area air defense previously unavailable
to the PLAN. Additionally, the 052B class destroyers (168 and 169) are outfitted to serve as task group command ships; Wuhan, though less advanced, reportedly served as the task group flagship because of its “operational tasks” and “arrangement of equipment.”

The 23,000-ton Fuchi-class Weishanhu, China’s largest supply ship and one of its three newest, has a maximum speed of 19 knots, can carry two helicopters, is armed with eight 37 mm guns, and carries 130 crew members. It was China’s most experienced replenishment ship, having participated in Sino-British Friendship 2007 exercise near the English Channel and Sino-French Friendship 2007 exercise in the Mediterranean. Table 1 provides further details for vessels deployed in the first four task forces.
Table 1: Vessels Deployed in the First Four Task Forces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel</th>
<th>Hull #</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Displacement (tons)</th>
<th>Builder</th>
<th>Laid Down</th>
<th>Launched</th>
<th>Commissioned</th>
<th>Home Port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>Luyang I</td>
<td>destroyer</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>Jiangnan Shipyard, Shanghai</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>September 9, 2002</td>
<td>July 18, 2004</td>
<td>Sanya, SSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haikou</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>Luyang-II</td>
<td>destroyer</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>Jiangnan Shipyard, Shanghai</td>
<td>November 2002</td>
<td>October 23, 2003</td>
<td>July 20, 2005</td>
<td>Sanya, SSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>Luhai (051B)</td>
<td>destroyer</td>
<td>6,100</td>
<td>Dalian Shipyard</td>
<td>July 1996</td>
<td>October 16, 1997</td>
<td>January 4, 1999</td>
<td>Sanya, SSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huangshan</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>Jiangkai II</td>
<td>frigate</td>
<td>3,900</td>
<td>Huangpu Shipyard, Guangzhou</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>March 18, 2007</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Sanya, SSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhoushan</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>Jiangkai II</td>
<td>frigate</td>
<td>3,900</td>
<td>Hudong-Zhonghua Shipyard, Shanghai</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>December 21, 2006</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Zhoushan, ESF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma’anshan</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>Jiangkai I</td>
<td>frigate</td>
<td>4,053</td>
<td>Hudong-Zhonghua Shipyard, Shanghai</td>
<td>Late 2002</td>
<td>September 11, 2003</td>
<td>February 18, 2005</td>
<td>Zhoushan, ESF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenzhou</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>Jiangkai I</td>
<td>frigate</td>
<td>4,053</td>
<td>Hudong-Zhonghua Shipyard, Shanghai</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>30 November 2003</td>
<td>26 September 2006</td>
<td>Zhoushan, ESF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weishanhu</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>Fuchi</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>Huangpu Shipyard, Guangzhou</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>July 1, 2003</td>
<td>April 2004</td>
<td>Sanya, SSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiandaohu</td>
<td>886</td>
<td>Fuchi</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>Huangpu Shipyard, Guangzhou</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>March 2003</td>
<td>April 2004</td>
<td>Zhoushan, ESF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rules of Engagement.

Following the careful interagency coordination and PLAN legal preparations noted above, Beijing has reaffirmed the practical reasons for the deployment, and stressed that China has explicit UN authorization for its presence in the region. The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea of December 10, 1982, provides specific legal authority for the international effort to fight piracy outside a coastal state’s territorial sea. The Security Council, necessarily with Beijing’s support, has passed four relevant resolutions under Chapter VII of the UN Charter (authorizing states to take “all necessary measures”): 1816, 1838, 1846 (on December 2, 2008), and 1851 (on December 16).

Affirmed under that umbrella, UNSC resolution 1846 authorizes participating states to engage pirates within the 12-nautical mile territorial waters off the coast of Somalia.

Resolution 1851, passed unanimously by the UNSC, authorizes international navies to pursue pirates from the Gulf of Aden to the shores of Somalia and—if conditions warrant—to engage in related activities “in Somalia” itself. Beijing also voted in favor of Resolution 1816, which authorizes members of the international community to “enter the territorial waters of Somalia for the purpose of repressing acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea.” But China’s government, having obtained from Mogadishu’s ambassador to China, Ahmed Awil, a specific request to participate, emphasized that international assistance “should be based on the wishes of the [Somali] Government and be applied only to the territorial waters of Somalia.” To build on this somewhat exceptional sense of legitimacy with Chinese characteristics, Bei-
jing’s official news media constantly publishes appreciation from Somali officials and civilians.\textsuperscript{55}

The PLAN itself has pledged a cautious, reactive approach limited to defense of its ships and any vessels under their escort. The explicit objective is to escort Chinese vessels (and those of other nations on a case-by-case basis) and thus deter pirates from attacking them in the first place, not to actively search for pirates and engage in combat with them. PLAN forces will not even “take the initiative to search for captured vessels and personnel at sea and carry out armed rescues.”\textsuperscript{56}

Moreover, according to Senior Colonel Ma Luping, director of the navy operational bureau under the headquarters of the General Staff, PLAN forces will not normally enter another nation’s national territorial seas (within the internationally recognized 12 nautical-miles limit) to chase pirates.\textsuperscript{57} At a press conference accompanying the departure of the Chinese destroyer contingent on December 26, 2008, the high-ranking lead commander of the first deployment, South Sea Fleet Chief of Staff Rear Admiral Du Jingcheng, said the ships would “independently conduct escort missions” and not land on Somali shores.\textsuperscript{58} According to a senior Chinese military official: “For us to use force is a very complex matter . . . it is not just a simple question based on an operational requirement. . . . There are political questions—and these are not issues dealt with by military commanders alone. Our warships off Somalia are very well aware of this. We are fully prepared to use force, but we do not take that step lightly.”\textsuperscript{59} It thus seems clear that China wants to avoid using force in another nation’s land or territorial sea\textsuperscript{60} to avoid setting a precedent that might later be used against it. Huang Li emphasizes that, according to
Article 107 of UNCLOS, “warships, military aircraft, or other aircraft or vessels carrying clear markings of service for a government may pursue, attack, and detain all pirate ships. . . .” However, there have not been any signs yet that the PLAN is permitted even to board and inspect suspicious ships. Beyond basic escort duties, PLAN vessels have pursued two of the following three modes of emergency operation:

1. **On-call support:** “Rapid and flexible actions” that the task force takes after receiving a request for support from vessels passing through high-risk zones or anticipating pirate attacks. If the PLAN detects a “suspicious vessel,” it will deploy a helicopter for surveillance and reconnaissance. Only after that will the Chinese ship(s) approach the vessel in question.

2. **Pirate deterrence:** After the fleet receives emergency rescue signals from vessels under attack but not yet controlled by pirates, PLAN platforms take air and sea deterrence measures. This typically entails helicopter deployment—with potential for engagement, at least in theory. It can also involve having a PLAN vessel approach the pirates, if available and close enough to arrive in time. In the event that pirates are seizing a ship and the PLAN vessels are close enough to stop it, the fleet commander will give orders based on his evaluation of the situation.

3. **Vessel rescue:** sustained pressure and rescue actions that the fleet takes when it receives calls for help or instructions that pirates have seized vessels. In the unlikely event that pirates attack, the PLAN ships with their overwhelming firepower—which they practice regularly at sea—will engage in “self-defense.” Under-scoring this defensive posture to an extreme, Chinese Rear Admiral Xiao Xinnian stressed: “[If] our naval vessels are ambushed by pirate ships, we will resolutely fight back to protect our own safety.”
These very cautious rules of engagement (ROE) suggest that Beijing wants to support the efforts of the UN, but does not want to have its forces subordinate to (or appear subordinate to) those of any other nation; that it wishes to avoid political and legal issues associated with engaging pirates directly if possible; and that it probably wishes to avoid capturing them for fear of the responsibility involved, the lack of viable legal options, and the possibility of negative political ramifications internationally, particularly in the Muslim world. Huang Li adds that killing pirates could lead to harming of crew members and targeting of Chinese vessels for revenge, neither of which is currently a problem. To the extent that Beijing takes risks in any of these areas, it would almost certainly be to defend crewmembers of a Chinese vessel in the absence of other options.

Deployment, Operations, and ROE Employment.

The PLAN offers three methods of protection against pirates: “area patrol,” “accompanying escort,” and “on-ship protection.” Area patrol, the method least-used (at least as a discrete approach), involves monitoring relevant zones. PLAN has maintained two rendezvous points 550 nautical miles apart, at 100 nautical miles north of Yemen’s Socotra Island and 75 nautical miles southwest of Port Aden, and seven patrol zones along the main shipping route in the sea area east of the Gulf of Aden.

Accompanying escort, in which PLAN ships travel next to or near groups of commercial vessels, is by far the most-used method. Through the China Ship Owners’ Association, Beijing now accepts applications from ship owners in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau,
and Taiwan for the PLAN to escort their vulnerable ships through the Gulf of Aden.\textsuperscript{65} Foreign ships may apply on a case-by-case basis. The Ministry of Transportation (MoT), which is subordinate to the State Council, processes the applications, determines ship-specific requirements, and suggests a method of escort to the PLAN. After the PLAN determines the proper plan, the MoT then guides the ships to be escorted to the predetermined location where they are to meet the relevant PLAN vessel(s).\textsuperscript{66}

China has already escorted a wide variety of Chinese, and even some foreign, ships in an area west of longitude 57 degrees east and south of latitude 15 degrees north.\textsuperscript{67} Even in the first deployment, \textit{Wuhan} and \textit{Haikou} worked around the clock and could escort multiple ships simultaneously in opposite directions.\textsuperscript{68}

In response to initial problems with commercial ships not adhering to the details of escort procedures during the first month, the PLAN now offers pre-scheduled group escorts. Starting after the 2009 Spring Festival, escort was offered based on marine traffic conditions, as determined by PLAN and MoT research. Now this has become routinized, like a train schedule. Announcements posted on the China Ship Owners’ Association’s website before the 15th of each month announce “fixed escort times” (e.g., weekly) and merchant ships must make arrangements accordingly.\textsuperscript{69} The PLAN must be notified a week in advance regarding ships which are slower than 10 knots/hour or have other special requirements.\textsuperscript{70}

The configuration of the escort formation is generally determined by the number of merchant ships to be escorted. They are divided into one or two columns, organized to facilitate communication, and separated at a standard distance. For single-column escort, the
PLAN warship(s) will maintain similar speed and course from a position outside the column. For double-column escort, a single warship would operate on the inside, whereas two warships would each take one side. Occasionally one ship will be relieved by another coming in the opposite direction, as in a “relay race.” Escort columns can incorporate more than a dozen ships and extend over a dozen km.

To save fuel and wear and tear on PLAN vessels on routes that are less traveled, with ships that travel fast enough to better evade pirates, the PLAN relies on embarked special forces and helicopter operations. On-ship protection involves stationing special forces personnel on one or more vessels in a group of civilian ships. Here the PLAN draws on its 70-90 highly trained Marine Corps Special Operations Forces. Building on earlier land-based training, during transit to the Gulf of Aden, members of a special force unit aboard the warships carry out anti-piracy training with a ship-borne helicopter, from which they rappel onto the deck to simulate landing on hijacked or pirate vessels. The helicopters also practice nighttime landing operations at sea, a new area for the PLAN.

The special forces are sufficient to protect at least 7 convoys of merchant ships. The typical procedure is to use helicopters to embark 5-7 special forces on the first and last ships of a convoy. With a range of up to 2,000 meters, their deck-mounted grenade launchers enable them to destroy pirate boats before the pirates could threaten them. They are also equipped with a variety of shorter range weapons, including Type-56 assault rifles, QBZ-95 automatic rifles, and QBU-88 sniper rifles, as well as infrared night-vision equipment. In emergencies, civilian crewmembers may be allowed to use some of the weapons.\textsuperscript{71}
ENCOUNTERS WITH PIRATES

While the PLAN has sought to minimize contact with pirates during all three types of operations, it has encountered, and demonstrably deterred them, on several occasions. Of all PLAN platforms, helicopters have made the closest and most numerous encounters. On January 18, 2009, Tianhe, a vessel owned by China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO), radioed to Wuhan that two speedboats were chasing it and—following suspicious communications breakup—requested immediate assistance. Task Group commander Admiral Du Jingcheng ordered the ships to assume battle formation, with helicopters readied. Wuhan approached the speedboats, chasing them away. The fleet received a similar distress call earlier that day from a mainland cargo ship, which evaded speedboats without needing PLAN assistance. On February 6, seven embarked special operations forces organized crew members of Oriental Oil Explorer 1 against an oncoming pirate speedboat, fired three warning shells, and prepared to fight when the speedboat, deterred, sped away. On February 24, Lia, a Liberia-flagged Italian merchant ship, had to leave a Haikou-escorted formation to repair an engine. Almost immediately, in response to two rapidly-approaching speedboats, it requested help from Haikou. Haikou dispatched a helicopter with three special forces and a photographer. The helicopter fended off the speedboats by circling and firing two signal flares at each of them. A similar procedure, this time using Huangshan as well, was used on July 13 to protect Liberian oil tanker, A. Elephant, and Maltese merchant ship, Polyhronis. On August 6, Zhoushan “expelled several suspected pirate ships and
guarded the Chinese merchant ship Zhenhua 25.”⁷⁶ A further helicopter deterrent mission on November 12 also succeeded, even though pirates had already fired and attempted to board COSCO vessel Fuqiang, injuring two of its crew in the process.⁷⁷

THE DEXINHAI INCIDENT: LOGICAL RESULT, OR EVIDENCE OF ONGOING LIMITATIONS?

A dramatic incident has called into question the extent to which Beijing can, and will, use naval means to safeguard civilian ships. Dexinhai, a Chinese-flagged bulk carrier which had failed to register according to Chinese procedures, was pirated 700 NM east of Somalia on October 19, 2009. Early rumors that Zhoushan and Xuzhou were steaming to its rescue⁷⁸ gave way to reports that as of November, Dexinhai and its 25 crew members were trapped in the pirate stronghold of Hobyo on the central Somali coast. Liang Wei, South Sea Fleet deputy chief of operations, reportedly explained that Zhoushan and Xuzhou had been too far away (over 1,000 nautical miles, according to another source)⁷⁹ to reach the pirates during the 3 days they piloted Dexinhai to shore. Apparently, the PLAN did convene an emergency meeting on October 21.⁸⁰ Fudan University professor Zhang Jiadong predicted that because the priority is to save lives, not fight pirates, China would establish communications with Somali government and warlords; approach the site with naval ships for deterrence and control; and pay the pirates to release the hostages.⁸¹

China’s official press seemed to convey a sense of relief when Dexinhai entered Somalia’s territorial waters because it provided a rationale for inaction. While UNSCR 1846 and 1851 authorize operations within So-
malia’s territory to include land, waters, and airspace, they were passed by the Security Council unanimously. This highlights the cautious approach that Beijing is taking although to be fair to the Chinese, other nations are taking a fairly conservative approach as well. Anthony Wong Dong, president of the International Military Association in Macau, offers an additional Chinese consideration: “If Beijing fails to save the Chinese crew, it will set a bad example for Chinese laborers who are working in energy-rich countries.”

Huang Li adds more generally that China’s deployments are “conducted under the watchful eyes of the whole world and any small error will be magnified over a hundred times . . . it will be an irretrievable loss if one hostage is injured or dead.” One Chinese analyst sees the incident as revealing not just political caution per se but also deficiencies in Chinese ISR, force scale, quick response, and calls for more robust “far seas presence,” as well as overseas bases.

Chinese Shipowners’ Association secretary general Zhang Zuyue has reported that Chinese representatives were engaged in secret negotiations with the pirates. Meanwhile, the Chinese task force “enhanced helicopter patrols, observation, lookout, guard, and patrols by small boats.” On December 28, 2009, Dexinhai and its crew were released after a reported $4 million ransom payment. While this caution is understandable, Beijing’s apparent pursuit of a separate peace with pirates—without seeking publicly to confer with other maritime stakeholders—risks leaving other vessels worse off.
EQUIPMENT, PERSONNEL, AND LOGISTICS SUPPORT

At-Sea Replenishment.

In what might be considered the linchpin of the entire mission, the PLAN handled the logistics and supply requirements associated with the counterpiracy deployments through a combination of underway replenishment and port visits (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Vessel</th>
<th>Vessel Type</th>
<th>Purpose/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Port Aden, Yemen</td>
<td>February 24, 2009</td>
<td>Weishanhu</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April 25, 2009</td>
<td>Weishanhu</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 23, 2009</td>
<td>Weishanhu</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Salalah, Oman</td>
<td>June 21- July 1 2009</td>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>destroyer</td>
<td>rest and replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 21- July 1 2009</td>
<td>Huangshan</td>
<td>frigate</td>
<td>rest and replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 21- July 1 2009</td>
<td>Weishanhu</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mid-August 2009</td>
<td>Zhoushan</td>
<td>frigate</td>
<td>rest and replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mid-August 2009</td>
<td>Xuzhou</td>
<td>frigate</td>
<td>rest and replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mid-August 2009</td>
<td>Qiandaohu</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
<td>rest and replenishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kochi, India</td>
<td>August 2009</td>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>destroyer</td>
<td>good will; four-day visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karachi, Pakistan</td>
<td>August 5-7, 2009</td>
<td>Huangshan</td>
<td>frigate</td>
<td>three-day visit; joint exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karachi, Pakistan</td>
<td>August 5-7, 2009</td>
<td>Weishanhu</td>
<td>replenishment</td>
<td>three-day visit; joint exercises</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Port Visits through August 2009.

First Deployment: Three PLAN vessels (Wuhan and Haikou destroyers and the replenishment vessel, Weishanhu), commanded by Rear Admiral Du Jingchen and his deputy Rear Admiral Yin Dunping, departed Sanya on December 26, 2008, and arrived in waters off of Somalia on January 6, 2009. On December 30, 2008, transiting the Strait of Malacca, Weishanhu
performed its first at-sea replenishment.\textsuperscript{91} Wuhan and Haikou spent 124 days at sea before returning on April 28 but did not make any port visits. Weishanhu made two brief replenishment stops at Port Aden, Yemen (February 24 and April 25).

Second Deployment: In April 2009, a destroyer and a frigate (Shenzhen and Huangshan), under the command of Rear Admiral Yao Zhilou, replaced the first two combatants. They conducted separate rest and replenishment port visits at Port Salalah, Oman, between June 21 and July 1, 2009. Resupply vessel Weishanhu made one more replenishment stop at Port Aden on July 23, as well as rotating Rest and Reposition port visits to Port Salalah, Oman, between June 21 and July 1. Rotation ensured that five groups of 54 merchant ships were escorted during this time. This first ever shore rest for crew involved with the anti-piracy missions entailed group shopping and sightseeing and recreational activities with civilians.\textsuperscript{92} On its way home in August, Shenzhen conducted a 4-day port visit in Kochi, India. The crew visited the Southern Naval Command’s training facilities and interacted with their Indian counterparts.\textsuperscript{93} Concurrently, Huangshan and Weishanhu visited Karachi, Pakistan, on August 5-7, 2009, to engage in joint exercises with Pakistan’s navy simulating a variety of combat situations.\textsuperscript{94} The task force returned to its home port on August 21.\textsuperscript{95}

Third Deployment: Combatants Zhoushan and Xuzhou, along with replenishment vessel Qiandaohu, left Zhoushan, Zhejiang Province on the morning of July 16, 2009, under ESF deputy commander Wang Zhiguo.\textsuperscript{96} They relieved the second trio on August 1.\textsuperscript{97} All three vessels made alternating Rest and Reposition port visits to Port Salalah, Oman, in mid-August.\textsuperscript{98} Like Weishanhu, Qiandaohu has significant medical facilities.\textsuperscript{99}
Fourth Deployment: On October 30, 2009, missile frigates Ma’anshan and Wenzhou left Zhoushan under the command of the East Sea Fleet Deputy Chief of Staff Qiu Yuanpeng to join replenishment vessel Qiandaohu in the Gulf of Aden. The task force has two helicopters and a crew of more than 700, including a special forces unit. 100

The initial destroyer deployment made PLAN history in numerous ways. It was:

• The first time multiple naval service arms, including surface vessels, seaborne aircraft, and special forces, were organized to cross the ocean and execute operational tasks;
• The first long-term ocean task execution that did not include port calls throughout its entire course, breaking records in continuous time underway and sailing distance of a PLAN vessel formation and in flight sorties and flight time of seaborne helicopters;
• The first execution of escort tasks with the navies of multiple countries in the same sea area and holding of shipboard exchanges and information cooperation;
• The first sustained, high-intensity organization of logistical and equipment support in unfamiliar seas far from coastal bases, accumulating comprehensive ocean support experience;
• The first organization of base-oriented logistical support using commercial methods in a foreign port;
• The first time civilian vessels delivered replenishment materials for a distant sea formation;
• The first all-dimensional examination of multiple replenishment methods, including un-
derway, alongside connected, helicopter, and small vessel replenishment;
- The first long-range video transmission of medical consultations and humanitarian assistance such as medical care for casualties from other vessels conducted on the ocean.
- In addition to these, this first escort formation set a record of 61 days for the longest sustained support of a formation at sea, without calling at port for replenishment, and also set a record for the longest number of days of sustained support of a combatant vessel at sea without calling at port.\textsuperscript{101}

The most significant sign from the Gulf of Aden mission is that the PLAN was able to keep the ships underway and steaming for this length of time.\textsuperscript{102} Previously, PLAN ships transiting to the AMAN-07 and AMAN-09 exercises had refueled in Colombo, Sri Lanka, but China had little other experience on which to draw. As of November 2009, however, the replenishment vessels have been able to supply food and water, as well as ammunition, on smooth and even somewhat choppy seas. Fuel and spare parts are supplied both in this manner and via port calls; the latter is true for personnel rotation.\textsuperscript{103}

Little information is available on maintenance and repairs, which are essential on a taxing mission of this duration. The situation appears to be far better than that during the 2002 global circumnavigation, when German technicians had to be flown in to repair imported MTU diesel engines on the Type 052 destroyer \textit{Qingdao} (DDG 113);\textsuperscript{104} this time, the PLAN even helped a civilian vessel fix its own engine problems. According to Senior Colonel Xie Dongpei, deputy di-
rector of the PLAN headquarters general office, vessels deployed for anti-piracy operations would go to Karachi, Pakistan, for major repairs if needed.  

Replenishment progress builds on China’s developing combined civilian-military logistics system. Here, China’s commercial sector is already a tremendous asset. Two of China’s top shipping companies, China Shipping Development and China Ocean Shipping (Group) Company (COSCO), have established several logistics-based joint operations with power and mining companies in China. China Ocean Shipping and China Shipping Container Lines have also launched their own logistics operations, which support their mainstream shipping ventures. The West Asia division of COSCO Logistics, which has been rated China’s biggest logistics firm in revenue terms 5 years running, has played a major role in supporting the current missions. Smaller companies such as Nanjing Yuansheng Shipping Co. Ltd. have also been used.

**Satellite Tracking and Communications.**

Unprecedented and innovative use of satellite communications has been a major highlight of China’s deployment. While the United States and most Western (as well as the former Soviet) navies have engaged in related operations for years, this is a new and important step for the PLAN. Satellite communications has played some role in previous counterpiracy efforts. According to Director-General Ju Chengzhi, International Cooperation Department, MoT, on December 17, 2008, the captain of fishing vessel *Zhenhua 4* requested the MoT’s Maritime Search and Rescue Center’s assistance via maritime satellite. There, the
rear command team directed *Zhenhua* 4 to engage in self-defense, then secured the assistance of Malaysian warships via the International Maritime Bureau’s anti-piracy center. However, there has also been concern that unsecure communication via maritime satellite in the past meant that “secrets were divulged in PLA exercises”; subsequent use of the *Beidou* navigation satellite system’s “short messaging” and “time service and position locating functions” has “solved the problem of secrets being divulged in communication to a certain extent.”

Now, apparently for the first time, China is relying on its own capabilities from start to finish. From the first counterpiracy deployment, PLAN Control Center (海军指挥中心) and MoT’s China Search and Rescue Center (中国海上搜救中心) track all relevant Chinese merchant ships, on which the MoT has installed devices to support a maritime satellite-based ship movement tracking system (船舶动态跟踪系统). Supported by freshly developed software, this permits “all-dimensional tracking (全方位跟踪)” and video-based communications “at all times.” Here Beijing’s ability to locate PRC-flagged vessels clearly benefits from the China Ship Reporting (CHISREP) System, which requires “all Chinese-registered ships over 300 GT engaged in international routes” to report position daily to the PRC Shanghai Maritime Safety Administration. At least one drill has been conducted, and MoT is confident that “sufficient preparations have been made.” Rear Admiral Yang Yi was paraphrased as saying that communications between ships of different nations should not be difficult: “Surface ships are visible and usually tracked to avoid collisions. They are sometimes monitored by both satellite and surveillance aircraft.”
The most dramatic innovations in satellite applications are in PLAN operations themselves. At a April 29 symposium to welcome the first deployment home, General Political Department Director and CMC member Li Jinai praised the PLAN for “active exploration of the new ‘shore and ship integrated’ political work mode.” This has entailed shifting from transmission of political materials via “plain code telegraph” (明码电报) (a process that once took as long as an entire day during a month-long deployment) to more sophisticated satellite communications. The deployment witnessed many other firsts, including “a communication satellite [being] used to provide 24-hour coverage for the oceangoing formation . . . shipborne helicopters [being] used to provide surveillance on battlefield situations, and . . . the formation [being] connected to the Internet.”¹¹⁶ A web-based IP communication network was developed to allow crewmembers to call any land line or cell phone in mainland China.¹¹⁷

In 2002, the PLAN sent Luhu-class guided-missile destroyer Qingdao (#113) and composite supply ship Taicang (#575), and 506 crew members on a global circumnavigation. During their 132-days, 33,000 kilometers voyage, “the Navy utilized telecommunications technologies for the first time to send domestic and international news to the formation.” The PLAN refers to this new information transmission method as “cross-ocean ‘information supply’” (“跨越大洋的‘信息补给’”).

For the December 2008 mission, Wu Shengli and Liu Xiaojiang, PLAN Commander and Political Commissar, demanded “comprehensive coverage, all-time linkage, and full-course support” (全面覆盖, 全时链接, 全程保障). The PLAN Political Department worked with the PLAN Headquarters Communications De-
partment and the State Information Center to improve the “shore and ship integrated” political work platform that integrates a land base information collection and transmission system, an information integration and distribution system, a shore-to-ship information wireless transmission system, and an information terminal receiving system. They also sent technical personnel to Sanya to conduct satellite receiving equipment debugging, system installation, and personnel training on the three combat ships that were about to set sail for escort operations. Moreover, they specially developed and improved a total of seven information processing software programs, which can send text, images, as well as video and audio documents quickly. PLAN vessels support command and coordination during escort missions by “releasing for use high-frequency Chinese and English channels,” and maintain constant communication with escorted vessels “through emails and satellite faxes.”

Communicating more effectively at sea, in part by increasing reliance on space-based assets, appears to be a major step for the PLAN. This could allow a PLAN task force commander to act more independently of other navies in a tense political situation, in part by receiving clear real time directions from civilian authorities in Beijing.

Coordination with Other Militaries.

Most of the 14 nations that have sent ships to conduct counterpiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden region do so under five types of Combined Maritime Forces (CMF): two multi-national ones, and those from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the EU, which coordinate with their multina-
tional counterparts. Combined Task Force 151 (CTF-151) was established on January 8, 2009, under U.S. leadership, specifically to combat piracy in the Gulf of Aden. The Commander of CTF-151, Rear Admiral Terry McKnight, has indicated that he will continue to recruit partner nations to expand the current 14-nation, 20-ship effort. A separate German-led coalition of NATO and EU allies, along with other willing participants, conduct Maritime Security Operations in the region under the broader charter of CTF-150.

From the outset, Beijing has been “ready to exchange information and cooperate with the warships of other countries in fighting Somalian pirates,” according to MNDIO deputy spokesman Huang Xueping. Admiral Du Jingcheng, commander of the first deployment, said his forces would “not accept the command of other countries or regional organizations,” but rather “facilitate exchanges of information with escort naval vessels from other countries.” There has been gradual increase in communications with vessels from the United States and over 20 other countries and several shipboard exchanges of commanding officers and CTF 151 staff. Email exchanges have increased markedly over time, with over 300 exchanged with foreign vessels during the first deployment alone. The PLAN uses a Yahoo email account and “unclassified chat” on an instant messaging system. Methods for sea and air coordination and intelligence sharing have been exchanged, with exchange of relevant videos and photos, as well as best practices on identifying and handling pirate vessels discussed. According to a U.S. destroyer commanding officer in the Gulf of Aden: “[We] talk with the Chinese destroyers by VHF radio to coordinate search patterns and to exchange information on suspicious ships. [We] also have co-
ordinated Chinese helicopter flight operations with the ScanEagle launches and recoveries. The exchanges are professional, routine and positive. . . .”127 On September 10, 2009, China began its first ever joint global security action with Russia on the world stage. All three vessels from the PLAN’s third deployment will work with Russian vessels similarly deployed. As part of joint Blue Peace Shield 2009 exercises, the two navies have conducted “tests of communications links, simulated missions to identify ships from helicopters, coordinated resupply efforts, and live firing of deck guns.”128

CLOSER COOPERATION?

Despite shared goals, China—like India and Russia—has yet to join any of the multinational counter-piracy efforts.129 Instead, starting in mid-October 2009, Beijing made an official proposal that waters around the Horn of Africa be apportioned into discrete zones in which participating nations exercised responsibility for security to better cover the unexpectedly broadening of Somali pirate attacks beyond the 60th meridian in the more dangerous waters to the south and east.130 In November, China convened a conference to promote the proposal. Despite extremely positive overtures in Shared Awareness and Deconfliction (SHADE) meetings and other venues and optimistic expectations from EU officials and Commodore Tim Lowe, deputy commander, CTF-150, China appears to have “deftly parried appeals . . . to lead” existing CTF initiatives. At the same time, at least one Chinese analyst states that while China’s proposal would reduce costs and increase effectiveness, relative gains concerns on the part of other nations may well prelude its implementation.131
So why is Beijing making this effort? Rear Admiral Yin Zhuo, director of a naval expert committee, explains that China lacks formal relations with NATO.\textsuperscript{132} Closer cooperation “would involve the sharing of intelligence codes, which is a sensitive military and political issue.”\textsuperscript{133} There are several broader potential explanations for China’s hesitation: lack of experience and preparation, sensitivity regarding sovereignty, and concerns about revealing Chinese capabilities (or lack thereof). For example, there appear to be some Chinese concerns that their vessels will be subject to scrutiny. Rear Admiral Yang Yi states that “some secretive reconnaissance does take place”; Sr. Captain Li Jie of the Naval Research Institute adds that “As long as all parties keep their activities to a minimum, military powers will not engage in disputes.”\textsuperscript{134}

The author is concerned that the “patrol zone” approach, if adopted, is unlikely to be effective. First, dividing the sea among different nations evokes a sort of “Cold War” mentality, just as post-war Germany was divided into different sectors that later led to a painful and prolonged national division. Second, some sea areas are much busier than others, so this would result in an inefficient distribution of forces. Third, some nations navies may be more capable and/or experienced than others, so there is a risk that some areas might be less-secured than others. This could be very difficult to solve, as it might be very difficult for any nation to acknowledge that its forces were not able to perform adequately. Fourth, such a “distributed unilateral” approach seems regrettable when there is sufficient support in the international community for a genuine “cooperative multilateral” approach.

For all these reasons, a far more effective approach would be to support the truly cooperative Combined Task Force-151. CTF-151 has been led by a Pakistani
Admiral, so it is a genuinely multilateral initiative. Unlike other approaches, CTF-151 offers the flexibility needed to combat pirates: it allows for deployment of assets to sea areas where they are most needed, and withdrawal of assets from areas where they are not needed. At least 10 of the 14 nations that have deployed vessels to fight piracy in the Gulf of Aden have participated in CTF 150 and/or CTF-151; this is the vast majority. Perhaps most importantly, it meets general principles for cooperation with the United States in multilateral frameworks, as outlined by Rear Admiral Yang Yi: “all activities should be strictly within the framework of U.N. authorization and consistent with international laws; the sovereignty and territory of other countries must be respected and the use of force in order to intervene in a country’s affairs shall be avoided; the target of the activity should be nontraditional security threats . . .; efforts should be made to increase mutual understanding and promote deeper cooperation. . . .” With all these advantages, such an approach is widely accepted and is worthy of careful consideration. The United States and other participating nations would certainly welcome the PLAN into CTF-151.

What, then, are the prospects for China joining CTF-151 or a related cooperative action? One academic and retired PLA officer suggested optimistically that the United States publicly invite China to join CTF-151. But another individual of similar background was more measured in his assessment:

China knows that the U.S. is willing to lead, and the PLAN is prepared operationally, but China is not ready politically. The overall political climate is not ready: there are still misunderstandings and mistrust resulting from many issues, especially Taiwan. Differences in po-
itical systems and ideology are at the very roots of the problem.\textsuperscript{137}

This individual believed that “anti-piracy cooperation on the high seas should be separated” from these issues, but that there were still many “hardliners” who disagreed.\textsuperscript{138} In Huang Li’s view, if China joined CTF-151,

the naval commander of China has the chance to be the commander of a few dozen warships from various countries, including those of the sea powers of the day. In this way, [he] will not only develop ability to direct the concerted actions of large-sized squadrons of many countries, but also gain the chance of directly communicating and cooperating with the U.S. Navy. Of course, when not serving as the commander of the combined force, we also need to accept the directions of others, and that may be something which we are most unwilling to do.\textsuperscript{139}

**REACTIONS TO THE MISSION**

Responses to the mission both at home and abroad appear to have exceeded the expectations of China’s leadership and analysts. For the PLA, for which these dimensions are intimately connected, this is particularly good news. As a party army, it must rely to an unusual degree on the support of both China’s increasingly sophisticated and informed public—who have been disenchanted by the PLA’s involvement in government corruption and crises since the 1980s—and its civilian leaders, who must grapple increasingly with how other nations view China’s rapid military development even as they count on the PLA to safeguard their rule and defend the nation’s security interests.\textsuperscript{140}
Surveying relevant academic and media sources, as well as interviews with Chinese interlocutors, suggests that foreign responses to the missions were far more encouraging than many expected. One Chinese source does see a “China threat theory,” and questions the need for warships to address the piracy issue. But the vast majority of assessments are far more positive. Fudan University scholar Shen Dingli states that “China’s ‘harmonious diplomacy’ has been well received by countries in the region.” According to a mainland-owned Hong Kong newspaper, “the current expedition by Chinese naval vessels to Somalia has not stoked the ‘China threat theory’ in the West; quite the contrary, China is being seen as a ‘responsible global player’.” Two professors from Lanzhou University’s Central Asia Studies Institute have categorized piracy, with terrorism, as collective evils that a great power like China must oppose.

The Chinese public has expressed great pride in the missions’ success. PLA analysts have seized on this precedent to call for relevance to other military operations. Many suggest that such missions should increase in the future, and that therefore better platform capabilities, and even improved access to overseas port facilities, are needed. Major General Peng Guangqian (Ret.), who played a significant role in shaping PLA strategy as an adviser to China’s powerful CMC and Politburo Standing Committee, states that deploying to Somalia will teach the PLAN how to interoperate with other navies. Major General
Zhang Zhaoyin, deputy group army commander, Chengdu MR, argues that the PLA should use missions other than war to increase warfighting capabilities.\textsuperscript{147}

**PLA(N) Assessments.**

On May 25-27, 2009 the PLAN used the occasion of the first group’s return to convene a high-level conference to assess the mission. Admiral Wu Shengli, PLAN Commander, proclaimed it a success, which “rendered a satisfactory answer to the party and the people, and won extensive praise at home and abroad.” He stated that such missions should become “a routine function of the navy,” and called for “further raising the Navy’s capability of performing missions in the open ocean.”\textsuperscript{148}

China is attaining a new level of blue-water experience with a mission that requires rapid response, underway replenishment, on-station information-sharing, and calls in foreign ports to take on supplies and engage in diplomacy. Sending an 800-member crew surface action group five time zones away, with 70 special forces embarked and combat contingencies possible, presents unprecedented challenges and opportunities.\textsuperscript{149} PLAN personnel continue to learn new techniques, test their equipment, and can be expected to advocate improvements upon their return.

This is likely to catalyze breakthroughs in logistics, intelligence, and communications. Such routine operations as at-sea replenishment will allow Chinese sailors to develop best practices for use in future operations. According to a “Professor Zhang” at China’s National Defense University, reportedly a senior PLAN figure, “It is also a very good opportunity to rehearse sea rescue tasks and telecommunication with
other military forces.” The value of air support is becoming clear, perhaps accelerating prospects for Chinese deck aviation development (e.g., ships that can accommodate larger numbers of helicopters as well as an increased number of shipboard helicopters): “The experiences of the naval forces of other countries show that the helicopters carried onboard the naval vessels and small-caliber artillery systems will play an important role.” Even more important, the Aden deployment opens up new ideas and discussions that were unthinkable in PLA even 1 year ago, such as the advocacy of overseas bases.

Although the deployment represents a breakthrough for the PLAN, the amount of time each of the escort fleets can spend in the area is constrained by logistics and supply limitations. This mission has therefore been viewed by some Chinese strategists as insufficient to safeguard Beijing’s growing maritime interests. According to PLA Air Force (PLAAF) Colonel Dai Xu, “The Chinese expeditionary force in Somalia has been attracting a lot of attention from around the world, but with only a single replenishment oiler, exactly how much long-term escort time can two warships provide for commercial vessels from various countries?” As such missions become more common place, China will need to carry them out in wider areas, at lower costs, and over longer periods of time. According to Dai, “moves toward establishing an overseas base are a logical extension of this line of thinking.” Similarly, Senior Captain Li Jie, a strategist at the PLAN’s Naval Research Institute, has recommended establishing a supply and support center in East Africa to facilitate PLAN operations in the region. Li argues that the setting up a support center in the area is a real possibility, given that the PLAN has already set the precedent of conducting resupply and
maintenance activities in African ports and China has very good relationships with some countries in the region\textsuperscript{153} (e.g., Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka).

**Future Equipment, Personnel, and Logistics Capabilities.**

Now that the PLAN has begun moderate blue water deployments in the form of counterpiracy missions, what are its prospects for developing power projection capabilities by 2020, the projected end of Beijing’s “strategic window of opportunity,”\textsuperscript{154} and beyond? Broadly speaking, at least theoretically, the PLAN’s future force posture may progress along a continuum defined by the ability to sustain high intensity combat under contested conditions at progressively greater distances from China’s shores, as represented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posture</th>
<th>Sea Denial</th>
<th>Sea Control</th>
<th>Scope and Nature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Anti-Access</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>China’s maritime periphery (within First Island Chain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Blue Water Anti-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maritime periphery and approaches thereto (out to Second Island Chain, full extent of South China Sea)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited Expeditionary</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Noncombatant Evacuation Operations (NEO) and Marine Interception Operations (MIO), when necessary, in Western Pacific and Indian Ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Water Expeditionary</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Core strategic areas (e.g., Persian Gulf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Expeditionary</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Major strategic regions of world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Potential Future PLAN Force Postures.**

The first two benchmarks fall under the rubric of “sea denial,” or the ability to prevent opponent(s) from using a given sea area without controlling it oneself. The second three benchmarks may be consid-
ered variants of "sea control," or command of the sea sufficient to allow one’s own vessels to operate freely in a given sea area by preventing opponent(s) from attacking them directly. Most naval theorists would differentiate these two approaches, the latter of which is far more demanding than the former and requires a much broader range of capabilities, even for operations within the same geographic area—it is not simply a question of “being able to do more from further away.” As such, the first benchmark is arguably within China’s grasp today; there is no guarantee that the last will ever be pursued.

China’s naval development thus far has been focused largely on developing a variant of regional anti-access to prevent Taiwan from declaring independence, in part by developing credible capabilities to thwart U.S. forces should Washington elect to intervene in a cross-Strait crisis. Taiwan’s status remains the most sensitive, and limiting, issue in U.S.-China relations. But Taiwan President Ma Ying-jeou’s March 2008 landslide election, and his pragmatic policies, have greatly reduced the risk of conflict. Now, with cross-Strait relations stable and China continuing to grow as a global stakeholder, China’s navy is likely to supplement its Taiwan and South China Sea-centric access denial strategy that its current naval platforms and weaponry largely support with “new but limited requirements for protection of the sea lanes beyond China’s own waters, humanitarian assistance/disaster relief, and expanded naval diplomacy.” Table 4 outlines the PLAN’s current order of battle.
According to Scott Bray, Senior Intelligence Officer-China, Office of Naval Intelligence, “Between 2000 and 2009, the number of major surface combatants capable of carrying long-range ASCMs (anti-ship cruise missiles) has tripled from 12 to 36. Additionally, the PLA(N) has built more than 50 small combatants with long-range ASCMs.” Still, this is part of an emphasis on improving quality and anti-access capability; the PLAN as a whole remains far from supporting a substantial SLOC security posture.

There appears to be leadership support for at least a gradual increase in long-range Chinese naval capabilities of lower intensity. Hu requires the PLA “to not only pay close attention to the interests of national survival, but also national development interests; not only safeguard the security of . . . territorial waters . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>North Sea Fleet</th>
<th>East Sea Fleet</th>
<th>South Sea Fleet</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Attack Submarines</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Ballistic Missile Submarines</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel Attack Submarines</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigates</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibious Ships</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>58*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missile Patrol Craft</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>80+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine Warfare Ships</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Auxiliaries</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>50 (5 are fleet AORs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Auxiliaries and Service/Support Craft</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>250+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. China’s Naval Order of Battle (2009).\textsuperscript{156}
but also safeguard . . . the ocean. . . .” On December 27, 2006, in a speech to PLAN officers attending a Communist Party meeting, Hu referred to China as “a great maritime power (海洋大国)” and declared that China’s “navy force should be strengthened and modernized” and should continue moving toward “blue water” capabilities. China’s 2008 Defense White Paper stated that “the Navy has been striving . . . to gradually develop its capabilities of conducting cooperation in distant waters.” Chinese defense policy intellectuals who are not directly connected with the PLAN also generally consider SLOC security to be a major issue.

China may already be pursuing the ability to project naval power further than would be necessary in a Taiwan contingency. China’s 2008 Defense White Paper for the first time treats the ground forces as a distinct service equivalent to the Navy, Air Force, and Second Artillery, and there are increasing indications that the PLA may abandon the present configuration of military regions in favor of a more streamlined and outward-looking organizational posture. These emerging developments, and the gradually increasing though still disproportionately low representation of PLAN officers on the CMC, CCP Central Committee, and at the helm of PLA institutions suggests that the ground forces are becoming less dominant within the military and that the PLAN may grow correspondingly over time in funding and mission scope.

As the most technology intensive, comprehensive, strategic-level (day-to-day), multirole, multidimensional, diplomatically-relevant, and naturally internationally-oriented of the services, the PLAN might stand to benefit most from such an increasingly “externalized” orientation.
To be sure, proponents of SLOC defense as a mission for the PLAN are not the only ones contributing to what seems to have become a robust debate within China. Some Chinese views acknowledge the costs and difficulty of building the power-projection capabilities necessary to carry out credible SLOC defense missions (e.g., aircraft carriers), as well as the potential for balancing against China by regional neighbors and the political costs that would likely occur in the event that China procured a carrier battle group. Many writers express similar or related reservations, either directly or indirectly. Moreover, there are competing priorities: enhanced expeditionary capabilities (e.g., LPDs, LHAs, helicopters) to protect overseas Chinese workers may be more important over the next decade. It could well be argued that China is more likely to need to conduct a NEO somewhere in the Indian Ocean littoral than protect its SLOCs against a major naval threat. The presence of these views within China may help explain why the arguments for energy/SLOC-defense missions have not yet gained greater traction.

Chinese writings suggest a range of views on how to organize the PLAN for operations further afield. A sustained movement of assets to the South China Sea could imply a PLAN mission beyond Taiwan, in pursuit of genuine, if limited, SLOC protection capability. Increased PLAN presence in key SLOC areas could also have a valuable “shaping” function, as it can “strengthen [China’s] power of influence in key sea areas and straits” in peacetime and thereby decrease the chance of its interests being threatened in war.

Here hardware acquisition and deployment is a useful indicator, because it is relatively easy to monitor. To be sure, modern warships are capable of per-
forming many missions, and hence are not restricted to a specific role in specific waters. Their political masters presumably find them useful to perform a variety of missions in a wide range of circumstances and locations (e.g., both a Taiwan context and deployments farther afield). But to fully pursue robust long-range capabilities, new platforms and force structures would be needed. With respect to force structure, indicators of a more ambitious Chinese naval presence, particularly in the area of SLOC protection, would likely include the following, as Table 5 indicates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Submarine Warfare</td>
<td>Construction of nuclear attack submarines and deployment of additional units of these and other platforms with significant demonstrated ASW capabilities.¹⁶⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-range Air Power</td>
<td>Development of carriers, aircraft and/or helicopters to operate off them, and related doctrine and training programs.¹⁶⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Ship Production</td>
<td>Establishment of new, modern shipyards dedicated to military ship production or expansion of areas in coproduction yards that are dedicated to military ship production.¹⁶⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At-Sea Replenishment</td>
<td>Expansion of the PLAN auxiliary fleet, particularly long-range, high-speed oilers and replenishment ships.¹⁷⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Ship Repair</td>
<td>Development of the ability to conduct sophisticated ship repairs remotely, either through tenders or overseas repair facilities.¹⁷¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Readiness</td>
<td>Steady deployment of PLAN forces to vulnerable portions of the sea lanes to increase operational familiarity and readiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Capacity</td>
<td>Maturation of advanced levels of PLA doctrine, training, and human capital.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Indicators of Emerging PLAN Blue Water SLOC Protection Capabilities.

The PLAN’s capabilities in key areas (assets, trained personnel, and experience) are currently insufficient to support long-range SLOC defense mis-
sions, but it may gradually acquire the necessary funding and mission scope. China’s growing maritime interests and energy dependency may gradually drive more long-ranging naval development; indeed, repeated reports of imminent aircraft carrier development seem to represent an initial step in this direction. China is likely to develop some form of deck aviation capability, both for national prestige and for limited missions beyond Taiwan.\textsuperscript{172} ONI estimates that China’s former Ukrainian \textit{Kuznetsov} class aircraft carrier \textit{Varyag} will become operational as a training platform by 2012, and “the PRC will likely have an operational, domestically produced carrier sometime after 2015.”\textsuperscript{173} Developing the necessary forces, training, and experience for true blue water combat capabilities would be extremely expensive and time-consuming, however. Building an aircraft carrier is one thing; mastering the complex system of systems that enable air power projection costs years and precious lives.\textsuperscript{174}

\textbf{Overseas Facilities Access?}

Perhaps the strongest indicator of Chinese intentions to develop blue water power projection capabilities would be pursuit of reliable access to overseas air and naval bases. At present, China appears far from having overseas naval bases of its own.\textsuperscript{175} But recent debate among PLA scholars and other analysts suggests that China may be actively reconsidering its traditional approach of avoiding “power politics and hegemonism” by avoiding any kind of overseas military facilities.\textsuperscript{176}

PLAAF Colonel Dai Xu, for instance, has openly advocated Chinese development of “overseas bases (遠洋基地)” to “safeguard commercial interests and
world peace.” Specifically, Dai argues that support facilities are required not only to protect China’s growing global economic interests, but also to enable PLA participation in peacekeeping missions, ship escort deployments, and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations. Moreover, Dai argues that overseas bases or support facilities are required if China is to “effectively shoulder its international responsibilities and develop a good image.” Perhaps anticipating the possibility that setting up overseas bases would heighten international concerns about China’s growing power, however, Dai states that Chinese bases would not be part of a global military competition and “would not require long-term stationing of large military equipment or large-scale military units.” Furthermore, Dai suggests that a strategic communications campaign would help to alleviate concerns about China’s intentions.

As a first step, Dai advocates the establishment of a prototypical “test” base in the strategically vital South China Sea, presumably in addition to existing facilities at Woody Island and Mischief Reef. Future bases should then be established in other areas where China has important strategic interests; when possible, bases should be located in countries with which China already has what Dai—perhaps somewhat optimistically—characterizes as “friendly, solid relationships.”

While there are indications of growing Chinese influence in the South Pacific for commercial and perhaps even signals intercept purposes, it is the Indian Ocean with its rich littoral resources and busy energy SLOCs that seems the most likely future area of Chinese naval power projection. A range of Chinese analyses state that from ancient times through the Cold War, the Indian Ocean has been a critical theater
for great power influence and rivalry. Some PLA analysts argue, for instance, that it should be perfectly acceptable for China to advance to the Indian Ocean with changes in its national interests. A second assessment in China’s official news media suggests that to protect its newly emerging interests, China should learn from the United States, develop several overseas bases (e.g., in Pakistan, Burma, and Sudan), and build three or four aircraft carriers. Huang Li states that as other nations become accustomed to the PLAN making “frequent appearances” in the Indian Ocean, “to look for a base on land will naturally follow” (物色陆上基地也就顺理成章了).

It must be emphasized, however, that any change is likely to be gradual, and that many countervailing factors are likely to be at work. Countless debates over security policy issues have failed to produce change. Some powerful individuals are likely to resist changing the status quo, citing concerns about cost, impact on competing priorities, image, and departure from historical precedent/ideology in the form of self-imposed prohibition on foreign basing, outside of UN missions. Moreover, the PLAN’s use of civilian and commercial (both Chinese and host country) entities to support its ships in the Gulf of Aden, both during port visits as well as at sea, demonstrates that China does not need a military presence/basing to support military operations.

It thus seems likely that China will not establish a “string of pearls,” with extremely expensive and hugely vulnerable “bases.” While the Chinese government’s anti-overseas basing statements appear to be less strident and frequent than in the past, this would not necessarily alter Beijing’s position on foreign “basing.” This is most in keeping with Chinese
tradition and ideology and will be seen by Beijing’s leadership as less threatening; China will be aware of the implications for its international image. Change is likely to be incremental.\textsuperscript{188}

Instead, the most likely approach may be to pursue access to “overseas support facilities” capable of supporting expanded PLA participation in nontraditional security missions such as anti-piracy and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations in a very modest version of the U.S. “places, not bases” strategy. These support centers could presumably handle the requirements of nonwar military operations—such as food, fuel, and maintenance and repair facilities—without the prepositioned munitions and large-scale military presence typically associated with full-fledged overseas bases. In theory, any port in any country could do this, so long as the host country agrees. In practice, however, Beijing is likely to want access in countries that it considers politically reliable and immune to pressure from such potential competitors as the United States and India. China has been making small steps in this direction since around 2000, including participation in UN peacekeeping operations (PKOs).

In the absence of the ability to win a naval battle in the Indian Ocean, China is seeking to influence in areas proximate to Indian Ocean sea lanes through diplomacy, trade, humanitarian assistance, arms sales, and even strategic partnerships with countries in the region—including several nations traditionally hostile to India (e.g., Pakistan and Bangladesh). This “soft power” approach is designed to maximize access to resource inputs and trade in peacetime, while attempting to make it politically difficult for hostile naval powers to sever seaborne energy supplies in times of
crisis, as they would be harming regional interests in the process. Greater access to regional port facilities may be one outcome of China’s soft power initiatives.

For several years now, China has been developing a number of what Kamphausen and Liang refer to as “access points,” or “friendly locations” that are intended to enhance the PLA’s ability to project power in Asia. Pakistan’s port of Gwadar and Sri Lanka’s port of Hambantota represent possible candidates. China has invested significantly in their development, and has made contributions over the years to the welfare of their host governments in the areas of politics, economics, and infrastructure. Perhaps the PLAN is making greatest progress in Burma, where it has reportedly assisted in the construction of several naval facilities (their precise nature undefined) on the Bay of Bengal. A major entrepôt sitting astride key transit lanes, with a large ethnic Chinese population and good relations with the PRC, and with its primary security concerns Malaysia and Indonesia, not a rising China, Singapore might ultimately allow the PLAN some form of access. Table 6 details tentatively some of the potential ports to which the PLAN might attempt to gain some form of special, if limited, access in the future.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Relations with China</th>
<th>Chinese Investment in Facility</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Development Status</th>
<th>Draft Limits (m)</th>
<th>Quality of Repair Facilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salalah</td>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>Long-term stable and significant</td>
<td>None yet; PLAN counter-piracy task force visits through January 2010; Chinese official media reports bilateral negotiations to establish facility</td>
<td>Deep water; major container transhipment port for Persian Gulf</td>
<td>Already well-established; construction of new port-side fuel bunkering facility under way; massive container terminal expansion plan contracted out</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>Only small craft facilities currently available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aden</td>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>Short-term but developing steadily; recent energy, trade, and commercial agreements</td>
<td>None yet; visited by many PLAN counter-piracy task forces; reportedly under consideration for Chinese supply access; some security concerns</td>
<td>Container and bulk cargo</td>
<td>Moab port; berth extension planned</td>
<td>16 outer channel; 6-20 outer harbor anchorage</td>
<td>National Dockyard Company offers range of limited facilities and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>Long-term stable and positive</td>
<td>None; home to French and American defense facilities; Japan permitted to base P-3C aircraft for counter-piracy patrols; visited by PLAN counter-piracy task forces</td>
<td>Principal port for Ethiopian cargo transhipment; containers and bulk cargo</td>
<td>Container terminal under construction</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Small repairs possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwadar</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Long-term strategic</td>
<td>$198MM; technicians and skilled workers</td>
<td>Large commercial port with conventional and container cargos (operated by Port of Singapore on 40 year contract) + Pakistan navy</td>
<td>Already well-established; potential for further development</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>500 acre shipyard; 2 600kdwt drydocks planned; VLOC + ULCC construction planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karachi</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Long-term strategic</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Pakistan’s largest port</td>
<td>Already well-established; Bulk Cargo Terminal and other expansion underway</td>
<td>9.75 upper harbor; 12.2 approach channel; being increased to 13.5; developing 16 m container terminal</td>
<td>PLAN’s current Indian Ocean port of choice for repairs. Two drydocks available; one for up to 25,000DWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hambantota</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Short-term strategic</td>
<td>$300MM export buyer’s credit from China’s EXIM Bank “built by Chinese enterprises”</td>
<td>Commercial, export of essential goods, vehicle reexports</td>
<td>To be constructed in 3 stages over 15 years</td>
<td>16-17 (future)</td>
<td>Ship serving capabilities planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chittagong</td>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Long-term friendly</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Bangladesh’s main seaport: 6 general cargo berths, 11 container berths (3 dedicated with gantry crane)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>7.5-9.15</td>
<td>Private repair yards available; Drydock available for vessels up to LOA 70m and 16,500DWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sittwe</td>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>Long-term strategic</td>
<td>Assisting (India helping too)</td>
<td>Large rice exporting port</td>
<td>Under development over 3 years</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Long-term friendly, emerging strategic</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Large, sophisticated, commercial ports, bazaar in world: 1 terminal, 9 subports; Military ports.</td>
<td>Already well-established, but potential for further development</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Selected Potential “Places” for Access.194

In the future, any facilities that China did establish or plan to use would have to be defended effectively in the event of conflict. Gwadar, for instance, has been designed in part to “serve as an alternate port to handle Pakistani trade in case of blockade of existing ports,” however, and Pakistan might be reluctant to grant the PLAN access during a conflict. Gwadar, like any other potential port for PLAN use on the Pakistani coast, the Saudi peninsula, or the East Africa coast is located west of India and is thus too easily interdicted for any significant use by PLAN forces—unless India agrees to such use. While it is easy to look at a map of the Indian Ocean and make shallow historical analogies to Mahan and the age of navalism a century ago, in this era of long range precision strike, a series of exposed and nonmutually supporting bases is unlikely to pay off in the event of war.

IMPLICATIONS

China’s leaders approved the Gulf of Aden deployment to protect Chinese ships, which were being attacked and sometimes captured by pirates, under the aegis of furthering international security. This does not necessarily signify a change in Beijing’s sensitive approach to national sovereignty issues: four UN resolutions and the Somali Transitional Federal Government itself explicitly support these missions. Instead, it represents China’s debut as an international maritime stakeholder, and a vital training opportunity for its navy. Significant logistics capabilities constitute the vital backbone of the mission; their largely commercial nature suggests dynamism and sustainability that could make future efforts in this area both feasible and affordable. In sum, the PLAN is clearly attaining
a new level of blue-water experience; it remains to be seen how that knowledge will be spread throughout the service, and to what ends Beijing will put the new capabilities that result.

The PLAN’s evolving role in defending China’s expanding economic interests, as demonstrated in its ongoing Gulf of Aden deployments, has broader implications. For now, China seems to be pursuing a two-level approach to naval development, with consistent focus on increasingly formidable high-end anti-access capabilities to support major combat operations on China’s maritime periphery (e.g., a Taiwan scenario), and relatively low-intensity but gradually growing capabilities to influence strategic conditions further afield (e.g., Indian Ocean) in China’s favor.

Some expect Beijing to pursue a more ambitious approach. One American scholar believes that “the main disadvantage from Washington’s perspective could be that, should Chinese leaders consider the Somali mission a success, they would likely prove more willing to promote the continued growth of China’s maritime power projection capability.” Robert Ross envisions Chinese “construction of a power-projection navy centered on an aircraft carrier.” One predeployment Chinese analysis advocates just such a redirection of PLAN strategy: priorities from a submarine-centric navy to one with aircraft carriers as the “centerpiece.” Such a shift would have major domestic and international implications. Internally, it would mean that the PLAN would likely capture a much larger portion of the defense budget, especially as the carriers themselves would need a complement of aircraft and a dedicated fleet of escort vessels to be useful in actual combat conditions. Its internal clout would be further enhanced by the fact that aircraft
carriers might rapidly become an important diplomatic instrument for projecting Chinese presence and influence in Asia, and perhaps (eventually) globally.

By this logic, moving toward a carrier-centric navy could prompt other navies in the region and further afield to upgrade their own forces in anticipation of China’s taking a more assertive stance regarding naval power projection. Despite efforts both to channel China’s maritime development in a peaceful direction and to portray it accordingly to the rest of the world, history suggests that any major military modernization program is likely to antagonize other powers. Internationally, moving toward a carrier-centric navy could prompt other regional and global navies to upgrade their own forces in anticipation of China’s taking a more assertive stance regarding naval power projection.

I foresee a very different trajectory for China’s navy. While China will no doubt build as many as several carriers over the next decade, its two-level approach to naval development is likely to persist for some time, with parallel implications for American security interests. China’s military has achieved rapid, potent development by maintaining an anti-access posture along interior lines and exploiting physics-based limitations inherent in the performance parameters of U.S. and allied platforms and C4ISR systems. This should be of tremendous concern to Washington. But dramatic breakthroughs here should in no way be conflated with developments further afield: the core elements of this approach cannot easily be transferred to distant waters. In perhaps the most graphic example of this strategic bifurcation, the Chinese military, as it develops increasing capabilities to target aircraft carriers, is likely becoming acutely aware of their vul-
nerabilities—and hence reluctant to devote more than a modest level of resources to their development.

Just as these limiting factors increasingly threaten U.S. platforms operating in or near China’s maritime periphery, they likewise haunt China’s navy as it ventures further afield—a navy that is still far, far behind that of the United States in overall resources and experience. Thus far, Chinese decisionmakers, having carefully studied the lessons of Soviet overstretch, seem unlikely to expend overwhelming national resources to fight these realities. Despite their growing concerns abroad, they have too many imperatives closer to home that demand ongoing funding and focus. Additionally, in two separate articles, one in written in 2007 and one in 2009, Admiral Wu Shengli, the commander of the PLAN, clearly states that the PLAN will continue to develop into a force that is smaller in quantity, yet greater in quality. In the 2009 article, he also states that naval modernization must be put within the overall context of national modernization as well as the overall context of military modernization. This suggests an honest acknowledgement of the reality that resources allocated to the PLAN are and will continue to be finite. Given ongoing requirements for the PLAN to provide security for Chinese interests in the South and East China Seas, it is highly unlikely that a PLAN that is smaller in quantity will be able to sustain the sort of robust footprint in the Indian Ocean that some Western analysts claim it is moving toward, no matter how much greater in quality it may be.

It thus seems likely that for the foreseeable future China will have limited capabilities but significant shared interests with the United States and other nations in the vast majority of the global maritime com-
mons. In fact, the prospects for China to participate further in the global maritime regime as a maritime strategic stakeholder look better than ever, now that Beijing increasingly has the capabilities to do so substantively. The United States, in accordance with its new maritime strategy, has welcomed China’s deployment to the Gulf of Aden as an example of cooperation that furthers international security under the concept of Global Maritime Partnerships. Admiral Timothy Keating, Commander, U.S. Pacific Command, has vowed to “work closely” with the Chinese task group, and use the event as a potential “springboard for the resumption of dialog between People’s Liberation Army (PLA) forces and the U.S. Pacific Command forces.” In this sense, the Gulf of Aden, with no Chinese territorial claims or EEZ to inflame tensions, may offer a “safe strategic space” for U.S.-China confidence building measures and the development of “habits” of maritime cooperation.

Washington’s real security challenges in the Asia-Pacific, for now, are fostering stability and development while preventing transnational terrorism in southwest Asia; preserving peace in the Taiwan Strait; reassuring U.S. allies; and cooperating with China and other nations to restrain North Korea’s reckless brinksmanship. Beyond that, the United States and China have considerable shared interests in maritime security and prosperity. In the words of Sun Zi, they are “crossing the river in the same boat, and should help each other along the way” (同舟共济). There is a lot the two great powers can accomplish together, if both sides do their part.
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